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Action Taken Report on Feedback 

Introduction: 

The institution collects feedback on curriculum aspects and courses from different 

stakeholders such as students, alumni, teachers, parents, and employers. Once the feedback is 

analysed and valuable suggestions given were considered, the institution execute necessary 

actions. 

Following are the suggestions received from all the stakeholders and action taken by the 

institution. 

Sr. 

No 
Feedback / Suggestions

1. 

Share more educational e

content     with students rather 

than conducting more online 

lecture 

2. 
E-books and e-material should 

be provided 

3. 
Share a question banks of the 

respective papers 

 Since, the institution is permanently affiliated to Shivaji University, 

follow curriculum prescribed by university, the consolidated suggestions received through the 

feedback are communicated to the Board of Studies of respective subjects. There are also some 

teachers who are members of various Boards of Studies a

We also encourage our faculty members to participate in the Syllabus Revision Workshops 

conducted by university or other colleges. 
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